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Abstract

NLU (Natural Language Understanding) has
considerable difficulties in identifying multi-
ple intentions across different domains in lan-
guages with limited resources. Our contribu-
tions involve utilizing pivot languages with sim-
ilar semantics for NLU tasks, creating a vec-
tor database for efficient retrieval and index-
ing of language embeddings in high-resource
languages for Retrieval Augmented Genera-
tion (RAG) in low-resource languages, and
thoroughly investigating the effect of segment-
based strategies on complex user utterances
across multiple domains and intents in the de-
velopment of a Chain of Thought Prompting
(COT) combined with Retrieval Augmented
Generation. The study investigated recursive
approaches to identify the most effective zero-
shot instances for segment-based prompting. A
comparison analysis was conducted to compare
the effectiveness of sentence-based prompt-
ing vs segment-based prompting across dif-
ferent domains and multiple intents. This re-
search offers a promising avenue to address the
formidable challenges of NLU in low-resource
languages, with potential applications in con-
versational agents and dialogue systems and a
broader impact on linguistic understanding and
inclusivity.

Keywords : Retrieval Augmented Generation
(RAG) , Chain of Thought Prompting (COT)
, Ada Embedding , GPT 4 , Chroma Vector
Database , Embedding , High Resource Lan-
guage (HRL) , Low Resource Language (LRL) ,
Large Language Models (LLMs) , Pre-Trained
Language Models (PLMs)

1 Introduction

Cross-domain Multi-Intent Classification is a cru-
cial task in Natural Language Understanding with
extensive applications in conversational agents and
dialogue systems.For low resource language, this
presents an intricate and pressing challenge.We

conducted our research specifically on Indian lan-
guages, with Bengali being identified as a language
with limited resources.This paper unveils a compre-
hensive methodology that leverages high-resource
languages as a pivot language.The foundation of
our approach relies on discovering high-resource
languages that closely resemble the semantics of
their low-resource equivalents.This study utilizes
the notion of Retrieval-augmented Generation on
Language Models (LLMs) to examine the impact
of using a pivot language that is semantically com-
parable and selecting a small number of instances
from high-resource languages to build context.The
significance of storing the embeddings in the vec-
tor database has also been investigated.Further ex-
periments in the research showed how the effect
of chunking of cross-domain, multi-intent user-
utterances affects the results from LLMs.Various
experiments conducted as a part of the research
offer a key to unlocking the complex semantics of
low-resource languages. In essence, our research
journey optimizes intent classification and domain
categorization in low-resource languages, render-
ing it more inclusive, efficient, and adaptable to
linguistic nuances and unexplored endangered low-
resource languages.
Overall , we make the following contributions:
(1) Usage of a Semantically Similar Pivot HRL to
perform cross-domain multiple intent identification
for a LRL.This is achieved by leveraging the HRL
embeddings and the metadata stored in a vector
database for faster retrieval and indexing,hence fa-
cilitating Retrieval Augmented Generation in the
LRL.
(2) Explore the impact of segment creation and
demonstrate how varying values of k for each seg-
ment influence the prompts for a complicated user
utterance that spans several intents across distinct
domains.
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2 Related Work

In the low-resource language context, cross-lingual
multi-intent and multi-domain extraction remains
underexplored, notably for Indian languages like
Bengali. Our research aims to bridge these gaps
by employing a chain of thought prompting and
retrieval-augmented generation utilizing a vector
database. We use a few shot examples from a cor-
responding HRL to generate a context and use
it as a prompt. We have also explored the ef-
fect of the choice of few shot examples for each
chunk from a user utterance. For low-resource lan-
guages, prompting has been proven to be a promis-
ing technique and has been shown to give better
results. In (Halike et al., 2023), the authors intro-
duced RelationPrompt, a zero-shot relation extrac-
tion approach which utilizes prompts to generate
synthetic relation examples, which are then used
to train a relation extractor for low-resource lan-
guages. (Huang et al., 2023) further enhances mul-
tilingual capabilities by appointing cross-lingual-
thought prompting (XLT). However, the substan-
tial requirement of computational resources led
the way to further research. For intent classifi-
cation in data-scarce environments, (Parikh et al.,
2023) explores zero-shot and few-shot techniques
which utilize external knowledge, such as word
embeddings or taxonomies, to transfer knowledge
between similar tasks. (Lu et al., 2022) further
investigates the impact of prompt order on the per-
formance of few-shot learning in large language
models. However, their focus on English does not
cater to the complexity of languages like Bengali.
These lead the way to retrieval-augmented gener-
ation and vector databases to address these chal-
lenges. Our approach combines insights from (Liu
et al., 2023) and (Wang et al., 2022) to predict multi-
intent and multi-domain with high-resource refer-
ences and enhance performance in low-resource
languages through data augmentation. (Nie et al.,
2023) outlines an approach to augment the con-
text of prompts with semantically similar sentences
retrieved from a high-resource language that en-
hances NLU models for low-resource languages,
offering insights into effective retrieval-augmented
prompts. (Ghosh and Caliskan, 2023) investigates
the gender bias of ChatGPT across six low-resource
languages, including Bengali. This underlines the
importance of mitigating biases in AI systems. In
(Guerreiro et al., 2023), the authors concluded that
hallucinations are a significant challenge for large

multilingual translation models and recommended
that developers of multilingual translation systems
should be aware of the issue of hallucinations and
take steps to mitigate it. (An, 2023) utilizes pre-
trained language models (PLMs) to learn text rep-
resentation and generation capabilities on a large-
scale unsupervised Tibetan corpus. (Jin et al., 2022)
emphasizes parameter-efficient prompt learning,
aligning with our intent and domain prediction
goals. However, they may not be tailored to the
cross-lingual and multi-intent prediction that we
aim to incorporate. (Stylianou et al., 2023) further
introduces domain-aligned data augmentation, cru-
cial for accurate cross-lingual intent and domain
prediction in low-resource languages. It may not
focus on the chain of thought prompting and vec-
tor databases, which we consider integral to our
approach.

3 Dataset

For retrieving semantically similar documents,
Wikipedia articles pertaining to the freedom move-
ment of Indian have been extracted for Indian genre
languages - Hindi, Bengali, Marathi, Telugu, and
Punjabi. For Retrieval Augmented Generation, a
MASSIVE dataset is used. MASSIVE is a paral-
lel dataset of > 1M utterances across 51 languages
with annotations for the Natural Language Under-
standing tasks of intent prediction and slot anno-
tation. Utterances span 60 intents and include 55
slot types. MASSIVE was created by localizing the
SLURP dataset, composed of general Intelligent
Voice Assistant single-shot interactions. For testing
the proposed methodology, a test dataset compris-
ing cross-domain and multiple intent user-utterance
was used.

4 Methodology

This section focuses on the approach for cross-
domain multi-intent identification for low-resource
languages using high-resource languages as a pivot
language.The approach is essentially divided into
four primary components : (1) Identifying a High-
Resource Language (HRL) that is semantically sim-
ilar to a Low-Resource Language (LRL) within a
language family. (2) Implementation of a Vector
Database to store embeddings for the pivot lan-
guage. (3) Developing a systematic approach to
determine the appropriate number of documents
per chunk for Retrieval Augmented Generation in
the context of intricate user-utterances that span
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Figure 1: Proposed Architecture

across many domains and intentions, requiring seg-
mentation into smaller chunks. (4) Conducting
a comparison analysis to determine the accuracy
and efficiency of segment-based prompting against
sentence-based prompting (where a complete sen-
tence is provided as a prompt without breaking it
into smaller parts). For carrying out the experi-
ments, text-embedding-ada-002 is used for extract-
ing embeddings, and GPT 3.5 Turbo/GPT 4 is used
as the large language model. Cosine Similarity is
used as a similarity measure for computing simi-
larity between documents. LangChain is used as
an orchestrator to manage LLMs. Open Source In-
Memory ChromaDB is used as a vector database
for storing embeddings. The architecture diagram
of the proposed methodology is given in Figure 1.

4.1 Semantically Similar Pivot HRL for a
LRL

The proposed work focuses on a strategy to find
the semantically similar high/medium resource lan-
guage for a target low resource language. Previous
experiments proved that semantically similar HRL
can be used for different NLP tasks in LRL. Our
experiment involved six Indian languages, and after
careful evaluation, we determined that Bengali ex-
hibited the highest semantic similarity with Hindi.
We selected four Wikipedia articles with a com-
mon theme, focusing on the Freedom Movement of
India, across the six languages: Gujarati, Bengali,
Telugu, Tamil, and Marathi and conducted initial
text preprocessing and tokenization. OpenAI’s text-
ada-embedding-002 was used for extracting the
embeddings. We quantified the semantic similarity
between different texts using cosine similarity, and
our findings indicated that Hindi and Bengali have
a higher degree of similarity. Hence Hindi was
chosen as a pivot high/medium resource language
for the target low resource language, Bengali.

Figure 2: Semantic similarity in a language family. This
diagram show the semantic similarity between HRL and
corresponding LRL

4.2 RAG using Vector Database

The proposed research suggests the implementation
of a vector database to store High-Resource Lan-
guage (HRL) embeddings. These embeddings fa-
cilitate faster retrieval, indexing, and augmentation
in the context of Retrieval Augmented Generation
(RAG) when combined with Low-Resource Lan-
guage (LRL) for the purpose of Natural Language
Understanding (NLU) tasks, particularly for identi-
fying multiple intents and domains.RAG (Retrieval-
Augmented Generation) is instrumental in provid-
ing semantically similar documents in response
to user queries. The methodology involves ob-
taining embeddings for HRL (Hindi) user utter-
ances from the MASSIVE dataset using the text-
ada-embedding-002 model. These embeddings are
then stored in the Vector DB, along with relevant
metadata such as intent, slots, and domains. Chro-
maDb serves as the platform for this database. The
chunk_size chosen is 3000, and the chunk_overlap
allowed was 200. For a user query in the target
low-resource language, embeddings are computed
using the text-ada-embedding-002 model. A co-
sine similarity search is then conducted to iden-
tify the top k relevant documents from the vec-
tor database, along with their associated metadata.
The Langchain orchestrator is utilized to perform
RAG on the vector database, generating context
for the Chain of Thought Prompting, which is em-
ployed in zero-shot low-resource language intent
and domain identification. This approach aims
to enhance NLU tasks by leveraging embeddings
and vector databases, enabling efficient document
retrieval and generation based on user queries in
low-resource languages.
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4.3 Effect of Segment and k Values for RAG
and COT Prompting

The proposed approach aims to find optimal com-
binations of zero-shot examples for HRL user-
utterances to form the context in RAG for predict-
ing multiple cross-domains and multiple intents for
an LRL. It also establishes the effect of chunking
the user-utterance into segments in performing bet-
ter retrieval and forming efficient prompts. Since
the user-utterances span across diverse domains,
performing RAG with different values of k might
lead to creating biased contexts, retrieving the data
for a certain domain and missing on the other. It
has been seen in the experiment conducted in the
research that the zero-shot examples, which are
biased towards a single domain, do not generalize
well across all domains, adversely affecting the
prompts for LLMs.
Given S = x(i), (y(i), z(i)) where x(i) is user ut-
terance and (y(i) and z(i) ) represents a tuple label
comprising Domain and Intent. S is split into seg-
ments c(i) where c(i) ⊆ x(i) and

⋃
(c(i)) = x(i).

For the values of k from 2i where i > 0 and
i ≤ (UpperBound). We should ensure that tokens
in the prompt do not exceed the maximum input
capacity for an LLM. We have initially taken the
whole sentence as one chunk and carried out our
experiments for different values of k. The prompt
created through RAG was sent to the LLMs for
capturing multiple domains and multiple intents. A
similarity measure captured the accuracy percent-
age against the target label.

Algorithm 1 Cross-Domain Multi-Intent Identifi-
cation using RAG and COT for a single sentence
passed as a one chunk
Input :user_utterance S
Output : intent_labels = [], domain_labels = []

1 foreach k in [4, 8, 12, 16, 32, ...] do
2 docs← fetch_docs(S, k)

intent_labels ←
fetch_metadata_intent(user_utterance, k)
domain_labels ←
_metadata_domain(S, k)
COT_prompt← (docs,
intent_labels, domain_labels)
res_intent_labels, res_domain_labels ←
GPT(prompt)

3 return res_intent_labels, res_domain_labels

Algorithm 2 Cross-Domain Multi-Intent Detection
Using Permutations to find the optimal k combina-
tion for COT
Input :s1, s2, s3: Input sentences to be processed
Output : Intent and domain label for each k, for

each chunk

4 sentences← [s1, s2, s3, s4, . . .] result← []
5 foreach sentence in sentences do
6 chunk_list ← chunking(sentence,

delimiter)
7 permutations(idx, permutation_intents)

if idx == chunk_list.length then
8 score ← similarity(permutation_intents,

actual_intent)
result.append(permutation_intents, score, k)
return

9 foreach si in sentences do
10 chunk_list ← chunking(sentence,

delimiter)
foreach k in [8, 12, 16, 32, . . . ] do

11 ci ← chunk_list[idx]
intent ← retrieve_get_intent(ci,
k) _intents.{intent, k}
permutations(idx+ 1, intent)
permutation_intents.pop_back

12 permutations(0, [])
13 return result
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5 Results and Discussion

The implementation of the model utilized
Langchain, with ChromaDB serving as the vector
database. The libraries developed by OpenAI were
heavily utilized, and the specific model selected for
this experiment was OpenAI’s GPT-3.5-turbo.

5.1 Identification of Semantically Similar
LRL corresponding to a HRL

We selected Bengali as our preferred LRL. We
conducted an experiment including all the promi-
nent Indian languages to determine which language
is the most semantically related to Bengali. The
Wikipedia entries on Freedom movements were re-
trieved from the Wikipedia API in the languages
of our choice, specifically Hindi, Marathi, Telugu,
and Punjabi. Text Pre-Processing was conducted
and we ensured that the sentences had a length of
2048 or less. Additionally, we eliminated any null
strings or NoneType strings from the pre-processed
text. The text corpus was processed using Ope-
nAI’s text-embedding-ada-002 model to generate
word embeddings. The ultimate semantic similar-
ity was derived by calculating the cosine similarity
between the Bengali text corpus and other corpora.
The results are shown in Figure 2.
From the cosine similarities, we safely concluded
that the most semantically similar language to Ben-
gali is Hindi.Due to the abundance of data accessi-
ble for Hindi, we have selected Hindi as the pivot
language in our case study.

5.2 Comparing LLMs for the Experiment

We conducted an experiment involving Llama2-
13b and GPT3.5 turbo. A test dataset was subjected
to Simple Random Sampling, and thereafter, LLMs
were employed for Multi-Intent categorization. A
similarity metric was plotted against the LLMs be-
tween actual and expected output, the results of
which show GPT 3.5 Turbo performs well for the
Bengali and Hindi utterances for the given NLU
task for multiple domains and multiple intent iden-
tification.
From the above results, it was concluded that GPT-
3.5 turbo gave better similarity scores for our test
dataset, hence other experiments have been carried
out using the same LLM.

5.3 Creating a Vector Database

The data from the corresponding HRL was used to
create Langchain documents. The chunk_size cho-

Figure 3: Comparison of LLM for multi-intent and
multi-domain identification

Figure 4: Chain of Thought prompting explained
for k=8 semantically zero shot examples retrieved in
HRL(Hindi) from vector database without chunking,
where one sentence is one chunk

sen is 3000 and the chunk_overlap allowed was 200.
The user utterance from the dataset was chosen as
the page_content and other column labels like in-
tent, slot_labels, domain and annot_utt were taken
as metadata. The document embeddings were gen-
erated using the ’text-embedding-ada-002’ model
from OpenAI, and the resulting vectors were saved
in ChromaDB..

5.4 RAG and COT with Different Values of k
Without Chunking

The experiment, as shown in Algorithm 1, was
performed on the test dataset. A chain of thought
prompt template is illustrated in Figure 4 for the
given utterance in Bengali.

5.5 RAG and COT with Different Values of k
with Chunking

User utterances from the test dataset were split
into segments at each delimiter. For each segment,
multi-domain and multi-intent classification was
carried out based on the algorithm explained in
Algorithm 2, for different values of k. The few shot
examples for the optimal value of k for each chunk
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Figure 5: Chain of Thought prompting explained for
k=8 semantically zero shot examples retrieved in HRL
(Hindi) from vector database with chunking, where the
sentence was split into two chunks. This diagram refers
to the first Chunk of the user utterance in Figure 4

is given in figure 5 and 6.

5.6 Findings from LLM

We conducted experiments with various exponen-
tial values of k for each chunk and identified an
optimal combination of k values by evaluating the
similarity score of each combination with the ex-
pected intent and domain. Figure 7 provides an
illustration of a complete sentence and its corre-
sponding chunks. Figure 8 illustrates the results
obtained with LLM GPT-3.5-turbo, particularly for
the optimal values of k, corresponding to each seg-
ment of the sentence. Figure 9 demonstrates the
outcomes obtained with LLM GPT-3.5-turbo for
the optimal values of k, where each sentence is
treated as a single unit.

A similarity matrix is plotted for each of the re-
cursive combinations of chunks for k values. The
top five similarities are shown below. Table. 1
shows the accuracy for a combination of an ex-
ample input for each value of k. In the provided
example, a total of 81 combinations were gener-
ated, and among them, this particular combination
yielded the most favorable results.A comparison
analysis was conducted, using RAG with COT, for
one sentence treated as a single chunk with opti-
mal values of k, and another sentence treated as
several chunks for an ideal combination of k. The
study clearly shows an improvement in accuracy
of 4 to 5 % in the proposed segment-based prompt-
ing for NLU tasks of cross-domain multiple intents
identification in low-resource language.

Figure 6: Chain of Thought prompting explained
for k=8 semantically zero shot examples retrieved in
HRL(Hindi) from vector database with chunking, where
the sentence was split into two chunks. This diagram
refers to the second Chunk of the user utterance in Fig-
ure 4

Figure 7: Examples of complete cross-domain, multi-
intent user utterance. The user utterance is chunked into
respective segments as per the proposed methodology

Table 1: Top 5 Similarity Scores for k values per chunk

k per Chunk Chunk 1 Chunk 2 Similarity

k1 8 8 76.03
k2 8 16 76.03
k3 8 12 70.48
k4 8 32 70.48
k5 12 8 62.93
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Figure 8: Results for different k values where k = 8, 12, 16, 32, for different chunks using RAG and COT from
GPT-3.5 Turbo

Figure 9: Results for different k values where k = 8, 12, 16, 32, for a complete sentence using RAG and COT from
GPT-3.5 Turbo

6 Conclusion

This study presents the concept of cross-domain
multi-intent identification for low-resource lan-
guages by utilizing a pivot high-resource language.
We have conducted our experiments on Indian re-
gional languages. We utilized segment-based re-
trieval augmented generation by employing a vec-
tor database in conjunction with chain of thought
prompting, resulting in enhanced accuracy and effi-
ciency. The embeddings for languages with abun-
dant resources were put in the vector database to
facilitate efficient retrieval and indexing. We evalu-
ated the necessity of splitting a complex sentence
that spans many domains into segments and per-
forming RAG (Retrieval-Augmented Generation)
with various k values. Here, k refers to a few-shot
examples in a high-resource language which are
semantically correlated, and these examples are
used to build contexts for prompts used in Chain of
Thought Prompting. Future research could primar-
ily concentrate on extending this study to various
NLP tasks and multiple low-resource endangered
unknown languages. Additionally, it should pri-
oritize the exploration of various ways to identify
the k most ideal values for few-shot prompting in
low-resource languages.
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